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Abstract: The periodic reactivity trend and the connection of
kinetics to the thermodynamic activity of oxygen are estab-
lished for the oxidation of methanol on metal clusters. First-
order rate coefficients are a single-valued function of the O2-to-
CH3OH ratio, because this ratio, together with the rate
constants for O2 and CH3OH activation, determine the
oxygen chemical potential, thus the relative abundance of
active sites and bulk chemical state of the clusters. CH3OH
activation rate constants on oxygen-covered Ag, Pt, and Pd and
on RuO2 clusters vary with the metal–oxygen binding strength
in a classical volcano-type relation, because the oxygen-
binding strength directly influences the reactivities of oxygen
as H abstractors during the kinetically relevant CH3OH
activation step. The differences in oxygen thermodynamic
activity lead to five orders of magnitude variation in rates (Pt>
Pd>RuO2>Ag, 373 K), because of its strong effects on the
activation enthalpy and more prominently activation entropy
in CH3OH activation.

The direct relation between chemical potentials at catalytic
surfaces and their reactivities has been recognized for
oxidation,[1] dehydrogenation,[2] and ammonia synthesis[3]

reactions. Reactivities during oxidation reactions (CH4 on
Pt[1a] and Pd;[1c,d] C2H6 on Pt;[1b] NO on Pt,[1e] Pd,[1f] Rh,[1g] and
Co;[1g] CH3OCH3 on Pt, Pd, and Rh;[1h] CO on Au[1i] and
Pt[1j–l]) on metal or oxide clusters vary strictly with the
instantaneous oxygen chemical potential at cluster surfaces,
as it dictates the relative abundances of chemisorbed oxygen
and metal site and the thermodynamic tendency for clusters
to tether between metal and oxide states.[1c, f,4] Chemical
potentials at catalytic surfaces are unique to the specific
reaction system because their instantaneous values are given
by the kinetic coupling of oxidant (O2) and reductant (CH4,
C2H6, CH3OCH3, or CO) activation steps, as these steps form
and remove surface species, thus dictating the relative surface
abundances and local thermodynamic activities, as previously
established.[1] Oxygen chemical potentials at metal cluster
surfaces are a strict function of the rate constants for the
activation of oxidant and reductant and their pressures.[1a,b]

The oxygen chemical potentials become independent of these
rate constants in the limiting case of quasi-equilibrated
oxidant activation; instead, their values and the coverages
of oxygen atoms depend strictly on the equilibrium constant
and the pressures of chemical species involved in generating
the reactive oxygen intermediates.[1c–g] Previously established
examples for this limiting condition include: 1) CH4–O2

reactions on Pd or PdO,[1c,d] during which the oxygen chemical
potentials vary with the equilibrium constant for O2 dissoci-
ation and O2 pressure and 2) NO–O2 reactions on Pt, Pd, Rh,
or Co,[1e–g] which vary with the equilibrium constant for NO-
to-NO2 interconversion and NO2-to-NO ratio.

Oxidative dehydrogenation of CH3OH is a specific class
of oxidation reactions that use molecular oxygen to catalyti-
cally transform CH3OH on metal or metal-oxide clusters to
a broad range of value-added, oxygen-containing products
(for example, HCHO, HCOOCH3, and sequentially to
CH3OCH2OCH3). The catalytic rates, their connection with
the thermodynamic activities of surface oxygen species, and
the periodic reactivity trend have, however, not been
established. Here, we report the mechanistic synergy and
a generalized connection between the first-order rate coef-
ficients and operating oxidant-to-reductant ratios for meth-
anol oxidative dehydrogenation, which forms CO2, HCHO,
HCOOCH3, and H2O on Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ru clusters (in either
metal or oxide state). First-order rate coefficients for CH3OH
oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) are defined as the meth-
anol turnover rates (rODH,M,i, per exposed metal site, subscript
M denotes Ag, Pt, Pd, or Ru; subscript i denotes kinetic
regime i, i = 1, 2, or 3) divided by methanol pressure and
denoted as k1st

ODH,M,i [Eq. (1)]:

k1st
ODH;M;i ¼

rODH;M;i

½CH3OH� ð1Þ

Their values on Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ru clusters (average
diameter: 2.8–3.2 nm, measured at a reduced state) are
a single-valued function (f) of O2-to-CH3OH ratios
[k1st

ODH,M,i = f(O2/CH3OH)], irrespective of the specific O2

and CH3OH pressures, as shown in Figure 1. Selectivities of
carbon-containing products (CO2, HCHO, and HCOOCH3)
during CH3OH-O2 reactions also vary with the O2-to-CH3OH
ratios. The selectivity dependencies for each species, however,
differ among the metals, because the relative rates of primary
and secondary reactions are influenced to different extents by
both the O2-to-CH3OH ratio[5] and oxygen–metal bond
strength. The generalized relation in Figure 1 reflects the
direct, macroscopic relation between kinetic properties (rate
coefficients) and thermodynamic quantities, namely the
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oxygen chemical potentials at catalytic sites prescribed by the
operating O2-to-CH3OH ratio and the rate constants for
oxygen and methanol activation. Similar relations connecting
reactivities to the free energies of adsorbates have been
proposed for methanol electrooxidation[6] based on density
functional theory study. The binding energies of adsorbates
on metal surfaces and the activation barriers for methanol
dehydrogenation[7] or oxygen dissociation[8] have also been
calculated and shown to follow a Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi-
type relation. Our findings, however, provide the direct,
experimental evidence of a generalized relation between
kinetic and thermodynamic properties. This relation, denoted
here as the “kinetic phase diagram” (Figure 1), provides the
reactivity trend connecting catalytic behavior to the instanta-
neous thermodynamic activities and is applicable irrespective
of metal identity, chemical state, differences in exposed facets,
and variation in binding strengths for the case of irreversible
oxygen activation.

During steady-state methanol oxidation, the oxidant-to-
reductant ratio determines the relative abundances of chem-
isorbed oxygen atoms (O*) and unoccupied metal sites (*) at
cluster surfaces, derived from Equation (2):

dO*

dt
¼ 0 ¼ nO2

rO2 ;f � nO2
rO2 ;r � nCH3OHrCH3OH ð2Þ

where rO2 ;f and rO2 ;r denote the forward and reverse rates of
O2 activation, respectively, and rCH3OH denotes the CH3OH
activation rates. nO2

and nCH3OH are the stoichiometric
coefficients for O2 and CH3OH activation (nO2

¼2 and
nCH3OH depend on the number of O* involved in methanol
activation), respectively. Equation (3) gives the relative
abundance of oxygen-to-metal sites ([O*]/[*]) as a function
(g) of the rate constants for oxygen activation kO2 ;f

� �
, O*

recombination kO2 ;r

� �
, and methanol dissociation (kCH3OH)

and the partial pressures of oxygen ([O2]) and methanol
([CH3OH]) (see derivation in SectionS.1 in the Supporting
Information):

½O*�
½*� ¼ g kO2 ;f ; kO2 ;r;kCH3OH; CH3OH½ �; O2½ �

� �
ð3Þ

which simplifies to Equation (4),

½O*�
½*� ¼

kO2 ;f O2½ �
kCH3OH CH3OH½ �

� �0:5

¼ g
O2½ �

CH3OH½ �

� �
ð4Þ

when CH3OH activation on an O* atom pair limits rates and
O* reaction with CH3OH occurs at much higher rates than O*
recombinative desorption rO2 ;r � rCH3OH

� �
.

The first-order rate coefficients [k1st
ODH,M,i = rODH,M,i-

[CH3OH]�1, Eq. (1)] vary with O2-to-CH3OH ratios differ-
ently in two distinct kinetic regimes on Ag, Pt, and Ru clusters
(regimes 1 and 3, as labelled in Figure 1). In regime 1 (O2-to-
CH3OH ratios of 0.1–4 for Ag, 0.1–9 for Ru, and 0.1–10 for
Pt), first-order rate coefficients increase with increasing O2-
to-CH3OH ratio (k1st

ODH,M,1 = kM;O2 ;f [O2][CH3OH]�1, kM;O2 ;f

denotes the oxygen dissociation rate constant on metal M),
because oxygen dissociation on metal sites limits catalytic
turnovers.[5] As the O2-to-CH3OH ratio exceeds a critical
value (O2-to-CH3OH� 4, 9, and 10 for Ag, Ru, and Pt,
respectively), which corresponds to regime 3, first-order rate
coefficients become a constant value (k1st

ODH,M,3 = kM,[O*-O*],
kM,[O*-O*] denotes the rate constant for methanol activation
assisted by an oxygen atom pair), during which CH3OH
activation on cluster surfaces with O* coverages either at
saturation or do not vary with oxygen chemical potential
becomes the kinetically relevant step, as derived elsewhere.[5]

On Pd clusters, similar kinetic regimes (O2-to-CH3OH ratios
of 0–7 and 40–60 for regimes 1 and 3, respectively) and kinetic
dependencies are observed but with an additional regime
(regime 2) detected between regimes 1 and 3, in which the
first-order rate coefficients are inversely proportional to the
O2-to-CH3OH ratio (k1st

ODH,Pd,2 = (kPd,[O*-*])
2-

(kPd,O2,f)
�1{[O2]/[CH3OH]}�1, kPd,[O*-*] denotes methanol acti-

vation rate constant on O* and * site-pairs, derived in the
Supporting Information in Section S2). These kinetic depend-
encies in regime 2 are consistent with the predominant
involvement of oxygen–oxygen vacancy pairs (O*-*) for
CH3OH activation on Pd cluster surfaces nearly saturated
with O*. As a result, the first-order rate coefficients in
regime 2 decrease with increasing O2-to-CH3OH ratio until
the O2-to-CH3OH ratio reaches about 40 (regime 3), above
which they maintain at a lower, constant value [5� 0.5 mol (g-
atom Pdsurface-s-kPa)�1, 373 K].

Isothermal volumetric oxygen uptakes (0–30 kPa O2) at
373 K (Figure 2 and Section S3) were used to determine the
extent to which metal clusters covered with O* and ultimately
formed bulk oxides at the oxygen chemical potential range
used for methanol oxidation. At 373 K, Ag and Pd clusters
maintain their metallic bulk with surface metal sites predom-
inantly occupied by O* (O*saturation/Msurface = 0.84� 0.05 and
1.00� 0.05 for Ag and Pd clusters, which correspond to

Figure 1. First-order rate coefficients (k1st
ODH,M,i = rODH,M,i[CH3OH]�1,

M = Ag, Pt, Pd, or Ru) for CH3OH oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH)
at 373 K on Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ru clusters (1.0 wt% metal on SiO2, 2.8–
3.2 nm mean metal cluster diameters) as a single-valued function of
O2-to-CH3OH ratio. The CH3OH pressure are 1.75 (*), 1.5 (^), 1.25
(*), and 1 kPa (&). (2.52 � 104 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Ag,
1.26 � 108 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Pt and Pd, 1.26 � 105 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Ru;
kinetic regimes 1, 2, and 3 for CH3OH oxidative dehydrogenation are
labeled as 1, 2, and 3, respectively).
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O*saturation/Mtotal of 0.31 and 0.33, respectively; O*saturation,
Msurface, Mtotal denote the number of O* atoms at surface
saturation, the number of exposed metal atoms, and the
number of total metal atoms, respectively) for O2 pressures up
to 30 kPa without the concurrent presence of methanol.
Under these conditions, Pt cluster surfaces are saturated with
O* with traces of oxygen dissolved into the cluster bulk
(O*saturation/Ptsurface = 1.3� 0.1 and O*saturation/Pttotal = 0.47). In
contrast, the Ru cluster is oxidized above 1.3 kPa O2 with an
atomic oxygen-to-exposed Ru (O*saturation/Rusurface) ratio of
5.5� 0.2, which corresponds to an O*saturation/Rutotal of 1.7,
approaching the value expected for complete bulk oxidation
(O*saturation/Rutotal = 2). The bulk RuO2 formation is consistent
with its strong thermodynamic tendency towards oxidation, as
predicted from extrapolation of measured phase boundary at
1073–1773 K[10] to occur at 10�27 Pa O2 at 373 K.

As oxygen chemical potentials and O2-to-CH3OH ratios
increase (Figure 1), the changes in rate coefficient values and
their dependencies on the O2-to-CH3OH ratio reflect
a dynamic shift in the identity of active sites on metallic Ag,
Pt, and Pd clusters from uncovered to covered with O* and on
Ru as Ru undergoes bulk oxidation. The single-value func-
tional dependence of rate coefficients on the operating O2-to-
CH3OH ratios in Figure 1, which appears to be general for
methanol oxidation catalysis, results from the direct connec-
tion between kinetics and the thermodynamic activities at
cluster surfaces, the latter determine the availability of
reactive oxygen, the nature of active sites, and in turn the
identity of the kinetically relevant step.

We establish next the periodic reactivity trend among
these metal clusters and interpret the trend in terms of
activation enthalpies and entropies. In regime 3, methanol
conversion rates remain unchanged with O2 pressures (the
reaction order with respect to oxygen is 0� 0.1), thus first-
order rate coefficients (k1st

ODH,M,3 = kM,[O*-O*] , M = Ag, Pt, Pd,
or Ru, 333–492 K) reflect the reactive collision frequencies of

CH3OH on metal (Ag, Pt, Pd) or oxide (RuO2) cluster
surfaces either saturated with O* or with O* coverages
insensitive to changing the O2-to-CH3OH ratio. These rate
coefficients differ by five orders of magnitude in the
decreasing reactivity order of Pt>Pd>RuO2>Ag, as
shown in an Arrhenius plot in Figure 3. Density functional

theory calculations,[11] temperature-programmed desorp-
tion,[12] and Fourier transform infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy[13] on oxygen-covered metal [Ag(211),[11a] Ag-
(110),[12a] Cu(211),[11a] Pt(111),[12b] Pt(100),[12c] Pt(211),[11a] Pd-
(211),[11a] Rh(211),[11a] and Ru(0001)[13]] or oxide [RuO2-
(110)[11b, 14]] surfaces show that O�H bond cleavage is the
predominant CH3OH activation route, as opposed to the case
on uncovered metal surfaces, on which either O�H bond
[Ag(110),[7] Cu(110),[7, 15] Pt(111),[7, 16] Pd(111),[7] and Ru-
(0001)[13b, 17]] or C�H bond [Pt(111)[18] and Pd(111)[19]] scission
of CH3OH may occur. Chemisorbed oxygen atoms may act as
a Brønsted base[11a, 12] for abstracting the H from the hydroxy
group, because of its higher acidity than the methyl group (the
pKa values for OH and CH3 groups are 15–19 and 45–60,
respectively).[20]

Reaction barriers and pre-exponential factors derived
from the Arrhenius dependence in Figure 3 reflect, in the
framework of transition-state theory, the activation enthal-
pies and entropies required for the formation of O�H scission
transition state of CH3OH. The barriers (Ag: 77 kJmol�1; Pt:
84 kJ mol�1; Pd 90 kJ mol�1; in Figure 4 a) increase with
increasing O* binding strength [calculated at low O* cover-
ages, 321 kJ mol�1 on Ag(111), 354 kJmol�1 on Pt(111), and
382 kJmol�1 on Pd(111)[9]] following a Brønsted-Evans-Pola-
nyi-type relation, consistent with similar trends reported for
H abstraction by chemisorbed oxygen during methane[1a,b] and
dimethyl ether[21] oxidation on Pt clusters as well as hydrogen
oxidation on metal oxides (Co3O4, CuO, MnO2, Cr2O3, Fe2O3,
V2O5, ZnO, and TiO2),[22] because weakly bound oxygen

Figure 2. The atomic ratios of oxygen to exposed metal (O*saturation/
Msurface, M = Ag, Pt, Pd, Ru) at the limit of oxygen saturation at 373 K,
extracted from isothermal oxygen uptakes (0–30 kPa O2) on Ag, Pt, Pd,
and Ru clusters of 2.8—3.2 nm average diameters, are plotted against
the DFT-calculated O* binding energy on closed packed metal
surfaces.[9] See Section S.3 for the oxygen uptake isotherms.

Figure 3. First-order rate coefficients (k1st
ODH,M,3 = kM,[O*-O*]) for CH3OH

oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) on Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ru clusters (2.8–
3.2 nm) in kinetic regime 3 at high O2-to-CH3OH ratios (O2-to-CH3OH
ratios of 20–60 for Ag, 10–60 for Pt, 40–60 for Pd, and 20–60 for Ru).
(2.52 � 104 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Ag, 1.26 � 108 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Pt and Pd,
1.26 � 105 cm3 (gcat-h)�1 for Ru clusters).
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atoms are more basic and thus more effective for H
abstraction.[5] On RuO2 clusters, the barrier is lower
(73 kJ mol�1) despite the higher oxygen-binding strength
[calculated for O* on Ru(0001) to be 557 kJmol�1 [9]] ,
apparently caused by the different active sites (e.g. Ru4+-
O2�) found on oxide than metal surfaces that stabilize the
transition state to a larger extent. A similar trend in activation
barrier between oxide and O*-covered metal surfaces has
been reported for C�H bond activation on Pd (the C�H
activation barrier is 61 kJ mol�1 on PdO and 158 kJ mol�1 on
O* covered Pd),[1d] caused predominantly by the stabilization
of C�H activation transition state in a tight, four-center [Pd2+-
C-H-O2�]� structure on PdO unattainable on O*-saturated
Pd surfaces, as the latter lack accessible metal sites.[1d]

Aside from activation barriers (DEA< 20 kJ mol�1), the
marked differences in rate constants (kPt,[O*-O*](kAg,[O*-O*])

�1>

105, 373 K, Figure 4b) are caused to an even larger extent by
the differences in activation entropies (Figure 4c). Activation
entropies (entropy losses) required to evolve the transition
state are essentially negligible on Pt (0� 10 J mol�1 K�1) and
less negative on Pd (�18� 10 J mol�1 K�1) than on Ag
(�110� 10 J mol�1 K�1) and RuO2 (�109� 10 J mol�1 K�1).
These values are consistent with the low entropy losses
required for the formation of the [CH3OC-HO*]� transition
state on O*-saturated Pt and Pd cluster surfaces, on which the
oxygen vacancies are sparse and the CH3O· fragments
interact weakly with one of the O* in O*-O* site pairs and
thus retain most of its gas-phase entropy (entropy loss
associated with the removal of H from CH3O-H(g) is
estimated to be �2 Jmol�1 K�1 [23]). Activation entropies are
significantly more negative on RuO2 (�109� 10 J mol�1 K�1),
apparently because RuO2-exposed (110) facets with accessi-
ble Ru4+ atoms that may stabilize CH3O fragments at the
transition state.[14] The activation entropy on Ag clusters
(�110� 10 J mol�1 K�1) is similar to RuO2, apparently the
presence of oxygen vacancies (exposed Ag atoms) interact
with CH3O fragments at the transition states, consistent with

oxygen uptake of less than a monolayer (O*saturation/Agsurface =

0.84� 0.05 at 373 K, Figure 2) at oxygen chemical potentials
(30 kPa O2, without CH3OH) larger than those during
CH3OH-O2 catalysis at the same O2 pressure, because
CH3OH in the latter case acts as O* scavenger to reduce
the oxygen chemical potentials. These activation entropy
losses indicate that CH3O fragments interact weakly with O*-
saturated Pt and Pd surfaces but more strongly with RuO2 and
Ag surfaces partially covered with O* at the transition state.

In conclusion, first-order rate coefficients for methanol
oxidative dehydrogenation are a single-valued function of the
operating O2-to-CH3OH ratios. This relation appears to be
general and results in a kinetic phase diagram that relates
kinetic properties to thermodynamic quantities, presented
here in terms of the O2-to-CH3OH ratio as a surrogate of
oxygen chemical potentials and oxygen coverages when
oxygen activation is irreversible. Reactive collision frequen-
cies for CH3OH activation on O*-covered surfaces vary with
the oxygen-binding strengths in a classical volcano-type
relation because oxygen-binding strengths influence oxygen
reactivities as H abstractors and, more importantly, the
stability of methoxy fragments at the transition state. The
significant differences in entropy losses require for CH3OH to
evolve the transition state, together with those in activation
barriers, albeit to a lesser extent, lead to five orders of
variation in rate coefficients at 373 K.

Experimental Section
Supported metal clusters (1.0 wt % Ag, Pt, Pd, and Ru) were
prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of SiO2 (330 m2 g�1, 0—
75 mm) with an aqueous solution of the respective precursors
[AgNO3, Pt(NH3)4(NO3)2, Pd(NO3)2, and Ru(NO)(NO3)3]. The
SiO2 samples impregnated with Ag, Pt, and Pd were treated in
ambient air at 353 K for 24 h and then in flowing dry air (Linde,
99.99%, 0.3 cm3 g�1 s�1, 0.033 K s�1) at 773 K (for Ag) or 673 K (for Pt
and Pd) for 5 h, followed by treating in 5% H2/He (Linde certified,
0.3 cm3 g�1 s�1, 0.033 K s�1) at 673 K for 1 h. SiO2 impregnated with Ru
was treated in ambient air at 353 K for 24 h and in 5% H2/He
(0.4 cm3 g�1 s�1, 0.033 Ks�1) at 623 K for 3 h. The dispersions of metal
clusters were determined from volumetric adsorption methods based
on the uptakes of strongly chemisorbed H2 (313 K for Pt and Ru) or
O2 (313 K for Pd or 433 K for Ag). Average cluster sizes were
estimated from these dispersion values by assuming hemispherical
cluster shapes. The chemical state of metal clusters was determined by
isothermal volumetric oxygen uptakes at 373 K. CH3OH oxidative
dehydrogenation rates were measured in a tubular flow reactor
(Quartz, 8.0 mm ID) that contains metal clusters (0.05–250 mg
1.0 wt % M/SiO2, where M = Pt, Pd, Ru, or Ag) diluted extensively
with silica (285 mg) at intra- and interpellet scales to eliminate
transport corruptions, confirmed from measured rates and selectiv-
ities unaffected by further dilutions.[5] Prior to rate measurements, the
samples were treated in flowing H2 (Linde, 99.99%) at 623 K for 1 h.
All gases (He, 5.5% O2/He, O2) were independently controlled by
electronic mass flow controllers and CH3OH (Sigma Aldrich, 99.8%)
was introduced with a syringe infusion pump. Reactants and products
were analyzed by an online micro gas chromatography (Varian CP-
4900) equipped with HP-PLOT U and Mol Sieve 5A columns, both of
which were connected to thermal conductivity detectors.
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Figure 4. a) Volcano plots of activation barriers (EA), b) rate constants
(kM,[O*-O*] , 373 K), and c) activation free energies (DG�), which include
activation enthalpies (DH�) and entropies (plotted as �TDS�), for
CH3OH oxidative dehydrogenation on O*-covered Ag, Pt, and Pd
clusters and RuO2 clusters measured from this work plotted against
the O* binding energy[9] calculated from DFT on closed packed metal
surfaces. (O2-to-CH3OH ratios of 20–60 for Ag, 10–60 for Pt, 40–60
for Pd, and 20–60 for Ru).
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